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15-16 GenEd Observation Unannounced #2

Date of Observation: 2/22/2016

Observation Lesson Title: Letter Sounds

Observation Evidence
15-16 Gen Ed (Obs)

TEACH 1: Objective-Driven Lessons
Engage students in objective-driven lessons based on content standards.
• 3
The following best describes what is observed:

1. Teacher communicates lesson objective(s) to students in relationship to standards.
2. Teacher uses developmentally appropriate language.
3. Teacher explains or models what mastery of the objectives and/or related performance tasks looks like.
4. Teacher provides multiple opportunities for engagement in the lesson objective(s), including connecting to prior knowledge. 
5. Most students can explain or demonstrate what they are learning beyond simply repeating the stated or posted objective(s). 
6. Most students can explain the importance of their learning. (Footnote 1)
7. Most students can describe how their learning will be assessed. (Footnote 2)

Evidence (Required):
02/22/2016 02:17 pm: T- Alright so our... repeat after me... I can correctly phonemically pronounce the letters of the alphabet.
02/22/2016 02:19 pm: T- What's this word.
02/22/2016 02:20 pm: Teacher goes through words on the chart. house, mouse, mitten, kitten, ketchup, helicopter. Students sound out words with the teachers help.
02/22/2016 02:20 pm: Teacher continues to go over words. Mouse/house king/ring monster.....
02/22/2016 02:50 pm: T- First word tie S- Like if you are going to tie your shoes. T- Yes
02/22/2016 02:50 pm: T- You all come here. What are you suppose to be doing right now. Students translate. T- Ask her does she not understand my directions, am I going 
to fast for her. Teacher gives directions again.
02/22/2016 02:50 pm: Students write tai, taiy, tike.
02/22/2016 02:51 pm: T- Listen to the sound of the letters.
02/22/2016 02:51 pm: T- The word is tie. Teacher sounds out word.
02/22/2016 02:51 pm: T- Listen to the sound of the letters.
02/22/2016 03:07 pm: I typed the original observation in the 1st unannounced observation. I had to copy and paste the observation in the actual document immediately 
following the observation. The evaluation time was 1:38-2:11

TEACH 2: Explain Content
Explain content clearly and accurately 
• 3
The following best describes what is observed:

1. Teacher's explanations / demonstrations of content are clear, accurate and build student understanding of content.
2. Teacher provides logical sequencing of essential information (footnote 3)
3. Teacher utilizes multiple perspectives / approaches to solve problems or interpret text / content. 
4. Teacher makes relevant connections with other content areas, students' experiences and interests, or current events. 
5. Teacher uses explanations that are developmentally appropriate and include academic language that is clear and concise. 
6. Teacher demonstrates appropriate adjustments and alternative ways to explain concepts effectively. 
7. Students may ask clarifying questions providing information and feedback that the teacher uses to monitor and adjust instruction. 
8. Teacher models to demonstrate performance expectations. 

Evidence (Required):
02/22/2016 02:13 pm: Repeat after the thing.
02/22/2016 02:19 pm: T- What's this word.
02/22/2016 02:20 pm: Teacher goes through words on the chart. house, mouse, mitten, kitten, ketchup, helicopter. Students sound out words with the teachers help.
02/22/2016 02:20 pm: Teacher continues to go over words. Mouse/house king/ring monster.....
02/22/2016 02:27 pm: Teacher - Alright lets do the sounds of S Teacher and b. What sound does s, t, and b make. Students make sounds.
02/22/2016 02:37 pm: T- Just write the letter.
02/22/2016 02:50 pm: T- First word tie S- Like if you are going to tie your shoes. T- Yes
02/22/2016 02:50 pm: T- You all come here. What are you suppose to be doing right now. Students translate. T- Ask her does she not understand my directions, am I going 
to fast for her. Teacher gives directions again.
02/22/2016 02:50 pm: Students write tai, taiy, tike.
02/22/2016 02:51 pm: T- Listen to the sound of the letters.
02/22/2016 02:51 pm: T- The word is tie. Teacher sounds out word.
02/22/2016 02:51 pm: T- Listen to the sound of the letters.
02/22/2016 03:07 pm: I typed the original observation in the 1st unannounced observation. I had to copy and paste the observation in the actual document immediately 
following the observation. The evaluation time was 1:38-2:11

TEACH 3: Appropriately Challenging Work
Engage students at all learning levels in appropriately challenging work
• 2
The following best describes what is observed:



1. Teacher attempts to engage students in appropriately challenging work; however, there is no evidence of challenge for students. 
2. Teacher attends to limited learning levels / styles, not meeting the needs students. 
3. Teacher sporadically or occasionally uses appropriately complex text and tasks to support students' mastery of planned learning objective(s).
4. Teacher incorporates activities and materials that sustain student attention at limited learning levels / styles at certain points in the lesson.

Evidence (Required):
02/22/2016 02:19 pm: T- What's this word.
02/22/2016 02:20 pm: Teacher goes through words on the chart. house, mouse, mitten, kitten, ketchup, helicopter. Students sound out words with the teachers help.
02/22/2016 02:20 pm: Teacher continues to go over words. Mouse/house king/ring monster.....
02/22/2016 02:20 pm: T- Go on and fill this out. It is real easy.
02/22/2016 02:21 pm: Teacher helps one student sound out words on the paper.
02/22/2016 02:22 pm: S- Helicopter. T- What letter is that? S- H.
02/22/2016 02:23 pm: T - What does this look like pointing to the picture on the paper.
02/22/2016 02:23 pm: T- What is this? Student points. Teacher goes back to chart and points to the word muffin.
02/22/2016 02:27 pm: Teacher - Alright lets do the sounds of S Teacher and b. What sound does s, t, and b make. Students make sounds.
02/22/2016 02:28 pm: Allison reads the first six words as teacher points to them.
02/22/2016 02:28 pm: T- Ruby what is this word? Student reads words. beetle, sock, teeth, salad, T- Can you say salad? Teacher sounds out sink.
02/22/2016 02:29 pm: T- Now you are going to do the worksheet for S, T, and b. Teacher hands out a different worksheet.
02/22/2016 02:38 pm: T- Do you know what it is? Teacher sounds out the letter s. But do you know what it is. T- Soap
02/22/2016 02:40 pm: T- What is another word that rhymes with pan. I am going to give you and example..man
02/22/2016 02:40 pm: S- Can
02/22/2016 02:41 pm: Teacher goes to alphabet chats and points to b...ban. You can someone form a county.
02/22/2016 02:41 pm: Teacher goes through the alphabets and comes up with words that rhyme with pan. Dan, fan, anything else.
02/22/2016 02:46 pm: T- Give me a word that starts with the b sound. S- Bug butterfly, better, be
02/22/2016 02:46 pm: T- How many words can you make that starts with the T sound. Cat. S- Teeth T- Teeth ends the the h sound. S- no its the the th sound.
02/22/2016 02:47 pm: Students list cat, cart, chart, bat.
02/22/2016 02:47 pm: T- What word rhymes with cat but starts with bat. I just told you all the answer. What about a word that rhymes with bat. Teacher goes and writes 
words on the board. pat sat mat
02/22/2016 02:47 pm: T- What happens when you drops the m sound in Mike. S- like T- Look at your letters of the alphabet. S- Bike
02/22/2016 02:48 pm: S- Hike Pike T- Good like Covington Pike
02/22/2016 02:48 pm: T- How many sounds can you hear in the word pig. S- 3. Teacher sounds out pig. What are some words that rhyme with pig? S- big T- Sig that is not a 
word. What about Fig. S- What is a fig? T- A plant like something.
02/22/2016 02:48 pm: T- What sound does all of these words have in common? Snake... S- S
02/22/2016 02:49 pm: T- What word is made of these sounds? Dog. S- Dog.
02/22/2016 02:50 pm: T- First word tie S- Like if you are going to tie your shoes. T- Yes
02/22/2016 02:50 pm: T- You all come here. What are you suppose to be doing right now. Students translate. T- Ask her does she not understand my directions, am I going 
to fast for her. Teacher gives directions again.
02/22/2016 02:50 pm: Students write tai, taiy, tike.
02/22/2016 02:51 pm: T- Listen to the sound of the letters.
02/22/2016 02:51 pm: T- The word is tie. Teacher sounds out word.
02/22/2016 02:51 pm: T- Listen to the sound of the letters.
02/22/2016 03:07 pm: I typed the original observation in the 1st unannounced observation. I had to copy and paste the observation in the actual document immediately 
following the observation. The evaluation time was 1:38-2:11

TEACH 4: Content Engagement
Provide students with multiple ways to engage with content
• 3
The following best describes what is observed:

1. Teacher's engagement strategies are aligned to the lesson objectives, and have a clear, intentional purpose. 
2. Lesson contains balance of teacher-directed instruction and student-centered learning. 
3. Teacher's strategies enable students to meet lesson objectives with appropriate scaffolding and differentiation. (Footnote 1)
4. Teacher allows students to practice, apply or demonstrate content mastery through discussion and/or writing about complex text, tasks or concepts. 
5. Teacher models and implements appropriate strategies that teach or reinforce one of the following problem-solving types: 
• abstraction
• categorization
• drawing conclusions / justifying solutions
• predicting outcomes
• observing and experimenting
• improving solutions
• identifying relevant / irrelevant information
• generating ideas
• creating and designing

Evidence (Required):
02/22/2016 02:13 pm: Teacher has a alphabet work out song playing on the whiteboard.
02/22/2016 02:16 pm: Teacher goes through the video with the students.
02/22/2016 02:16 pm: T- Make sure you listen to the letter sounds. Come on now.
02/22/2016 02:16 pm: Student follow along.
02/22/2016 02:17 pm: T- Good Job.
02/22/2016 02:19 pm: T- What's this word.
02/22/2016 02:20 pm: Teacher goes through words on the chart. house, mouse, mitten, kitten, ketchup, helicopter. Students sound out words with the teachers help.
02/22/2016 02:20 pm: Teacher continues to go over words. Mouse/house king/ring monster.....
02/22/2016 02:20 pm: T- Go on and fill this out. It is real easy.
02/22/2016 02:21 pm: Teacher helps one student sound out words on the paper.
02/22/2016 02:22 pm: S- Helicopter. T- What letter is that? S- H.
02/22/2016 02:23 pm: T - What does this look like pointing to the picture on the paper.
02/22/2016 02:23 pm: T- What is this? Student points. Teacher goes back to chart and points to the word muffin.
02/22/2016 02:26 pm: T- Allison you put clothes on it.
02/22/2016 02:27 pm: Teacher - Alright lets do the sounds of S Teacher and b. What sound does s, t, and b make. Students make sounds.
02/22/2016 02:28 pm: Allison reads the first six words as teacher points to them.
02/22/2016 02:28 pm: T- Ruby what is this word? Student reads words. beetle, sock, teeth, salad, T- Can you say salad? Teacher sounds out sink.
02/22/2016 02:29 pm: T- Now you are going to do the worksheet for S, T, and b. Teacher hands out a different worksheet.
02/22/2016 02:38 pm: T- Do you know what it is? Teacher sounds out the letter s. But do you know what it is. T- Soap
02/22/2016 02:38 pm: T- Animals that crawl outside with six legs. There is a very big what on the wall. T- Bug. That is a beetle.
02/22/2016 02:39 pm: T- You wear it right hear. Teacher demonstrates. T- What did she say? S- tie T- Si'
02/22/2016 02:40 pm: T- Now we are going to do some rhyming sounds.
02/22/2016 02:40 pm: T- What is another word that rhymes with pan. I am going to give you and example..man
02/22/2016 02:40 pm: S- Can
02/22/2016 02:41 pm: Teacher goes to alphabet chats and points to b...ban. You can someone form a county.
02/22/2016 02:41 pm: Teacher goes through the alphabets and comes up with words that rhyme with pan. Dan, fan, anything else.
02/22/2016 02:46 pm: T- Give me a word that starts with the b sound. S- Bug butterfly, better, be
02/22/2016 02:46 pm: T- How many words can you make that starts with the T sound. Cat. S- Teeth T- Teeth ends the the h sound. S- no its the the th sound.
02/22/2016 02:47 pm: Students list cat, cart, chart, bat.
02/22/2016 02:47 pm: T- What word rhymes with cat but starts with bat. I just told you all the answer. What about a word that rhymes with bat. Teacher goes and writes 



words on the board. pat sat mat
02/22/2016 02:47 pm: T- What happens when you drops the m sound in Mike. S- like T- Look at your letters of the alphabet. S- Bike
02/22/2016 02:48 pm: S- Hike Pike T- Good like Covington Pike
02/22/2016 02:48 pm: T- How many sounds can you hear in the word pig. S- 3. Teacher sounds out pig. What are some words that rhyme with pig? S- big T- Sig that is not a 
word. What about Fig. S- What is a fig? T- A plant like something.
02/22/2016 02:48 pm: T- Lets play around with that a little bit. Teacher sounds out words. cat, goat.
02/22/2016 02:48 pm: T- What sound does all of these words have in common? Snake... S- S
02/22/2016 02:49 pm: T- What word is made of these sounds? Dog. S- Dog.
02/22/2016 02:49 pm: T- I want everyone to come to the board.
02/22/2016 02:49 pm: T- I am going to give you some words that I want you to try to spell.
02/22/2016 02:50 pm: T- First word tie S- Like if you are going to tie your shoes. T- Yes
02/22/2016 02:50 pm: T- You all come here. What are you suppose to be doing right now. Students translate. T- Ask her does she not understand my directions, am I going 
to fast for her. Teacher gives directions again.
02/22/2016 02:50 pm: Students write tai, taiy, tike.
02/22/2016 02:51 pm: T- Listen to the sound of the letters.
02/22/2016 02:51 pm: T- The word is tie. Teacher sounds out word.
02/22/2016 02:51 pm: T- Listen to the sound of the letters.
02/22/2016 03:07 pm: I typed the original observation in the 1st unannounced observation. I had to copy and paste the observation in the actual document immediately 
following the observation. The evaluation time was 1:38-2:11

TEACH 5: Higher-Level Thinking Skills

• 2
The following best describes what is observed:

1. Teacher attempts to ensure the lesson develops higher-level thinking skills by engaging students in tasks and activities and/or discussions that build on a solid foundation of knowledge, but rarely brings 
students to higher order thinking. 
2. Teacher models his or her own thought process for generating and asking questions, but does not ask students to develop their own questions. 
3. Teacher provides minimal suggestions and redirects students by either telling the answer or then answering his or her own questions. 
4. Teacher asks questions and includes tasks that rarely bring students to higher-order thinking. 
5. Teacher requires students to cite evidence, but accepts irrelevant evidence when cited. 
6. Teacher teaches one type of thinking that is not most relevant (or irrelevant) to the learning objectives / content, or the type of thinking does not include appropriate tasks, activities or strategies. 

Evidence (Required):
02/22/2016 02:22 pm: S- Helicopter. T- What letter is that? S- H.
02/22/2016 02:23 pm: T - What does this look like pointing to the picture on the paper.
02/22/2016 02:23 pm: T- What is this? Student points. Teacher goes back to chart and points to the word muffin.
02/22/2016 02:38 pm: T- Do you know what it is? Teacher sounds out the letter s. But do you know what it is. T- Soap
02/22/2016 02:47 pm: T- What word rhymes with cat but starts with bat. I just told you all the answer. What about a word that rhymes with bat. Teacher goes and writes 
words on the board. pat sat mat
02/22/2016 02:47 pm: T- What happens when you drops the m sound in Mike. S- like T- Look at your letters of the alphabet. S- Bike
02/22/2016 02:48 pm: S- Hike Pike T- Good like Covington Pike
02/22/2016 02:48 pm: T- How many sounds can you hear in the word pig. S- 3. Teacher sounds out pig. What are some words that rhyme with pig? S- big T- Sig that is not a 
word. What about Fig. S- What is a fig? T- A plant like something.
02/22/2016 02:48 pm: T- What sound does all of these words have in common? Snake... S- S
02/22/2016 02:49 pm: T- What word is made of these sounds? Dog. S- Dog.
02/22/2016 02:50 pm: T- First word tie S- Like if you are going to tie your shoes. T- Yes
02/22/2016 02:50 pm: T- You all come here. What are you suppose to be doing right now. Students translate. T- Ask her does she not understand my directions, am I going 
to fast for her. Teacher gives directions again.
02/22/2016 02:50 pm: Students write tai, taiy, tike.
02/22/2016 02:51 pm: T- Listen to the sound of the letters.
02/22/2016 02:51 pm: T- The word is tie. Teacher sounds out word.
02/22/2016 02:51 pm: T- Listen to the sound of the letters.
02/22/2016 03:07 pm: I typed the original observation in the 1st unannounced observation. I had to copy and paste the observation in the actual document immediately 
following the observation. The evaluation time was 1:38-2:11

TEACH 6: Check for Understanding
Check for understanding and respond appropriately during the lesson
• 3
The following best describes what is observed:

1. Teacher checks for understanding of content by addressing misunderstandings with another approach / strategy. 
2. Teacher circulates during instructional activities to support engagement and provide relevant feedback.
3. Teacher formatively assesses students' work in order to adjust instruction in real time. 
4. Teacher uses scaffolding techniques so that students construct their own understandings. 
5. Teacher is able to address / correct student misunderstandings effectively without taking away from the flow of the lesson or losing the engagement of students who do understand. 
6. Teacher utilizes a variety of methods to check for understanding. 

Evidence (Required):
02/22/2016 02:19 pm: T- What's this word.
02/22/2016 02:20 pm: Teacher goes through words on the chart. house, mouse, mitten, kitten, ketchup, helicopter. Students sound out words with the teachers help.
02/22/2016 02:20 pm: Teacher continues to go over words. Mouse/house king/ring monster.....
02/22/2016 02:21 pm: T- You just write the letter Allison.
02/22/2016 02:22 pm: T- Tell her to write the letter. Can you translate of me.
02/22/2016 02:22 pm: S- Helicopter. T- What letter is that? S- H.
02/22/2016 02:23 pm: T - What does this look like pointing to the picture on the paper.
02/22/2016 02:23 pm: T- What is this? Student points. Teacher goes back to chart and points to the word muffin.
02/22/2016 02:25 pm: Teacher checks the other two students paper.
02/22/2016 02:29 pm: T- Now you are going to do the worksheet for S, T, and b. Teacher hands out a different worksheet.
02/22/2016 02:38 pm: T- Do you know what it is? Teacher sounds out the letter s. But do you know what it is. T- Soap
02/22/2016 02:38 pm: T- Animals that crawl outside with six legs. There is a very big what on the wall. T- Bug. That is a beetle.
02/22/2016 02:38 pm: Teacher assist Allison.
02/22/2016 02:40 pm: T- What is another word that rhymes with pan. I am going to give you and example..man
02/22/2016 02:40 pm: S- Can
02/22/2016 02:41 pm: Teacher goes to alphabet chats and points to b...ban. You can someone form a county.
02/22/2016 02:41 pm: Teacher goes through the alphabets and comes up with words that rhyme with pan. Dan, fan, anything else.
02/22/2016 02:46 pm: T- Give me a word that starts with the b sound. S- Bug butterfly, better, be
02/22/2016 02:46 pm: T- How many words can you make that starts with the T sound. Cat. S- Teeth T- Teeth ends the the h sound. S- no its the the th sound.
02/22/2016 02:47 pm: Students list cat, cart, chart, bat.
02/22/2016 02:47 pm: T- What word rhymes with cat but starts with bat. I just told you all the answer. What about a word that rhymes with bat. Teacher goes and writes 
words on the board. pat sat mat
02/22/2016 02:47 pm: T- What happens when you drops the m sound in Mike. S- like T- Look at your letters of the alphabet. S- Bike
02/22/2016 02:48 pm: S- Hike Pike T- Good like Covington Pike
02/22/2016 02:48 pm: T- How many sounds can you hear in the word pig. S- 3. Teacher sounds out pig. What are some words that rhyme with pig? S- big T- Sig that is not a 
word. What about Fig. S- What is a fig? T- A plant like something.
02/22/2016 02:48 pm: T- What sound does all of these words have in common? Snake... S- S
02/22/2016 02:49 pm: T- What word is made of these sounds? Dog. S- Dog.



02/22/2016 02:50 pm: T- First word tie S- Like if you are going to tie your shoes. T- Yes
02/22/2016 02:50 pm: T- You all come here. What are you suppose to be doing right now. Students translate. T- Ask her does she not understand my directions, am I going 
to fast for her. Teacher gives directions again.
02/22/2016 02:50 pm: Students write tai, taiy, tike.
02/22/2016 02:51 pm: T- Listen to the sound of the letters.
02/22/2016 02:51 pm: T- The word is tie. Teacher sounds out word.
02/22/2016 02:51 pm: T- Listen to the sound of the letters.
02/22/2016 03:07 pm: I typed the original observation in the 1st unannounced observation. I had to copy and paste the observation in the actual document immediately 
following the observation. The evaluation time was 1:38-2:11

TEACH 7: Instructional Time
Maximize instructional time
• 3
The following best describes what is observed:

1. Teacher has instructional materials prepared by the start of class.
2. Teacher minimizes students' wait time. 
3. Teacher spends an appropriate amount of time on each component of the lesson.
4. Teacher executes a coherently structured lesson that is appropriately paced (Footnote 11), such that students are almost never disengaged or left without anything meaningful to do. 

Evidence (Required):
02/22/2016 02:38 pm: T- Do you know what it is? Teacher sounds out the letter s. But do you know what it is. T- Soap
02/22/2016 02:39 pm: T- Alright good job.
02/22/2016 02:40 pm: T- What is another word that rhymes with pan. I am going to give you and example..man
02/22/2016 02:40 pm: S- Can
02/22/2016 02:41 pm: Teacher goes to alphabet chats and points to b...ban. You can someone form a county.
02/22/2016 02:41 pm: Teacher goes through the alphabets and comes up with words that rhyme with pan. Dan, fan, anything else.
02/22/2016 02:46 pm: T- Give me a word that starts with the b sound. S- Bug butterfly, better, be
02/22/2016 02:46 pm: T- How many words can you make that starts with the T sound. Cat. S- Teeth T- Teeth ends the the h sound. S- no its the the th sound.
02/22/2016 02:47 pm: Students list cat, cart, chart, bat.
02/22/2016 02:47 pm: T- What word rhymes with cat but starts with bat. I just told you all the answer. What about a word that rhymes with bat. Teacher goes and writes 
words on the board. pat sat mat
02/22/2016 02:47 pm: T- What happens when you drops the m sound in Mike. S- like T- Look at your letters of the alphabet. S- Bike
02/22/2016 02:48 pm: S- Hike Pike T- Good like Covington Pike
02/22/2016 02:48 pm: T- How many sounds can you hear in the word pig. S- 3. Teacher sounds out pig. What are some words that rhyme with pig? S- big T- Sig that is not a 
word. What about Fig. S- What is a fig? T- A plant like something.
02/22/2016 02:49 pm: T- I want everyone to come to the board.
02/22/2016 02:49 pm: T- I am going to give you some words that I want you to try to spell.
02/22/2016 02:50 pm: T- Alright everybody ready.
02/22/2016 02:50 pm: T- First word tie S- Like if you are going to tie your shoes. T- Yes
02/22/2016 02:50 pm: T- You all come here. What are you suppose to be doing right now. Students translate. T- Ask her does she not understand my directions, am I going 
to fast for her. Teacher gives directions again.
02/22/2016 02:50 pm: Students write tai, taiy, tike.
02/22/2016 02:51 pm: T- Listen to the sound of the letters.
02/22/2016 02:51 pm: T- The word is tie. Teacher sounds out word.
02/22/2016 02:51 pm: T- Listen to the sound of the letters.
02/22/2016 03:07 pm: I typed the original observation in the 1st unannounced observation. I had to copy and paste the observation in the actual document immediately 
following the observation. The evaluation time was 1:38-2:11

Observer: Indicate which GenEd Addenda (below) were referenced in aligning and scoring this observation: Check all that apply - or "None" if no addenda were 
referenced.

• Early Childhood
• ESL

Average Observation Scores

15-16 Gen Ed (Obs) 2 of 4
2 of 4

38 70 14 2.714 03/02/2016

TOTAL: 38 70 14 2.714

Rubric Progress Score Max Criteria Avg Last Completed

*The field above provides individual and cumulative observation averages. No action is required.

Observation Post-Conference

Area of Strength
Area of Strength:

• TEACH 7: Instructional Time

Area for Improvement
Area for Improvement Indicator: 

• TEACH 3: Appropriately Challenging Work

Level in which the Descriptor for Improvement is found:

• Level 2

Descriptor for Improvement:

• Descriptor 1

Next Steps
Next Steps (Required):

During the observation, the evidence showed that the lesson activities did not present an appropriate level of challenge for students. It is essential 
that lessons are designed that move students to more challenging work while simultaneously providing ongoing scaffolding to support students' learning 



as they move to higher levels. The work should be differentiated in order to meet each learner. It should be appropriate and challenging in order to 
take them from where they currently are to the next level.
Students should also be working together, having accountable talk within their groups/partners, and the teacher should make sure they are moving 
beyond their current level of knowledge.  
Next Steps:  
A copy of the following resources will be given during the post conference.  Please read the literature and begin to incorporate the strategies for 
teaching phonics that are given.  I will follow up with you to discuss which strategies that you find to be beneficial with your ESL students. 
Chapter 4 of Strategies to Develop Phonic Skills
Helpful Tips for Elementary Phonics Reading Instructions 
Six Key Strategies for Teachers of English-Language Learners


